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Activity aids for use in healthcare
For an improved quality of work in nursing

With changes in the population and the rise in the number of elderly
people resulting in a rising number of chronically ill and multimorbid
individuals, the subject of ‘health care’ has increased in significance
for both the individual and society. This higher level of importance,
the new challenges and the rising demands on nursing mean that
answers are needed on what form nursing should take in the future.
The working conditions in the nursing industry are characterised by
elevated physical and mental stress, time pressure, awkward working
hours, high numbers of personnel absent through illness and personnel rapidly leaving the profession. These stresses on the personnel
also directly affect the quality of the work, thus also affecting those in
need of care.
While the challenges in nursing require a solution as part of a larger
society and must not be tackled alone, those who practise nursing
should and must recognise and take advantage of the organisational
freedom they have to overcome current and future challenges.
Following up the holistic approach of the memorandum ‘For a new
quality of working in health care’, the Institute of Work and Technology
in Gelsenkirchen has been developing six topics together with its partners as part of the project ‘practical guides for nursing’. These fields
represent the most significant stresses for employees:
1. Time pressure in nursing, 
2. Leadership, 
. Communication and interaction, 
4. Compatibility of family life and profession, 
5. Nursing individuals afflicted with dementia, 
6. The debureaucratisation of nursing. 

Together with practitioners from hospitals and both inpatient and
outpatient health care facilities, practical guides such as this have
been developed to provide incentives and encouragement by allowing
an exchange of knowledge for everyday working life, thus contributing
to improving working conditions. To create a close connection to and
allow for a constant exchange with actual health care practices, the
authors alternated during the course of the project between conducting workshops with the support of care facilities and conducting evaluation phases. The process was less about generating new knowledge
and much more about transforming theoretical and practical knowledge that was already available into a form more useful for nursing
facilities. It was important for everyone involved to look at material
and aspects within the thematic fields that had potential for improvement or change on an operational level.
Six practical guides are the result – guides that provide practical recommendations and encouragement for nursing practices, clarify the
reasons for doing so, demonstrate the circumstances, show examples
of good practice and act as a provider of incentives and ideas, enabling new paths in nursing to be laid and, if needed, to be taken.
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Foreword

Communication and interaction are some of the most
fundamental elements of successful nursing. These activity aids provide practical suggestions for improving these
aspects. Fittings examples are discussed and expanded as
part of an accompanying project. The selection of topics
is inspired by the memorandum For improved quality in
healthcare – guiding ideas for good healthcare. Consideration will be given to not only concrete references to classic
communication techniques and instruments, but also
the particular relevance of an institutionalised form of
communication. For this reason, you can find details in
chapter  on how structures and basic conditions can be
devised with an optimum system of communication in
mind.

This activity aid is not just intended to be a source of
information for all those interested in the connections between communication and healthcare. It is also intended
to provide an opportunity and the impetus to enter into
conversation with patients, co-workers and those interested about what is apparently the one sole factor that has
a considerable influence on health – communication.
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The basics of good communication in health
care

Communication is unique in its complexity and variability
– the ability to discuss any kind of phenomenon in our
environment and comprehend each other allows people to
lead a life as part of a society. For this reason, the question
of successful communication is always linked to the question of how personal skills can be successfully used and
developed in this sense.

difficulty. So what do typical dead ends look like? How can
this be applied to healthcare? How can you find your own
way through the maze?

Dead end 2
Not speaking the same “language”.
Using or understanding the same
terms differently.

Finding your way in the communication jungle

Not explaining
abbreviations

Unreachable

No positive feedback

Identical viewpoints

Mutual
appreciation

Identical priorities

Ambiguous
terminology

Balanced
listening/speaking

Dead end 1
Confrontational and
negative mood.

Unnecessary
feelings of
competitiveness

“Yes, but...”
in sentences
Lack of patience

Positive
Attitude
Defensive body
posture

Variety of perspectives
Comprehension check

Simple and
clear speech
Person 1

Human communication initially seems as much an easy
undertaking as an everyday occurrence – yet it is an
extremely complex venture. In professions and industries
where intensive exchanges of information are of particular
importance, possible obstacles and traps in communication stand out very easily. In healthcare, many problems,
regardless of whether there is anything special about the
organisation of the facility, can be traced back to the usual
approaches to communication.
But what is “communication”? A very general definition
would be to say that it is the exchange of messages. But
everyday experience shows us how easily communication can be disrupted. Many employees in healthcare find
communication to be a sort of maze, which they stumble
into and sometimes find themselves trapped in frustrating dead ends. Finding your way out is not always easy.
As is often the case in life, preventative measures make it
possible to get out of these situations without too much

Using
jargon

Dead end 5
Neglecting the
relationship
communication level.

Person 2

1
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Interrupting
someone.
Only concentrating
on oneself.
Dead end 3
Not really
listening.

Source: Zeitschrift OrganisationsEntwicklung 1/2007

Defensive attitude
Eskalating
stubbornness
Dead end 4
Defending one’s own
position instead of
switching perspective.
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Possible approaches

The basics of good communication

To help you recognise possible “communicative dead
ends” and incorrect approaches in your own day-to-day
experiences in healthcare, to help you understand, make
yourself understood and clearly identify possible ways out,
you can print out the conversation maze and use it as a
simple pictorial check-list before engaging in important
discussions. You can, of course, expand upon the “maze”
with your own contributions.

First the bad news – there is no fixed recipe for good
communication that can just be “cooked up” to help every
conversation to succeed. The various situations and the
people involved are too different for this. The good news,
however, is that careful observation allows a number
of basic rules to be defined that show us the right way
through this maze. In other words – you will get lost less
often and you will be able to find a way out of the wouldbe dead end more quickly, if necessary.

Communication and interaction in healthcare

Positive attitude

Practical example

Getting lost in the communication maze is a guarantee
for a confrontational and negative attitude (dead end 1).
It may sound like a meaningless platitude that a positive
attitude contributes a great deal to good communication
– but it is still very true nevertheless! This applies as much
to an individual as to the whole organisation. All the more
astounding is the general mood in many facilities. This
can be changed to a considerable extent using manageable resources and simple means.

A brief seminar entitled “Part of healthcare is also supporting the patient”
at St. Josef Hospital in Gelsenkirchen shows the employees’ positions with
regards to “greetings”, for example. Greetings are a central theme of the
seminar – “Everything starts with a hello!”. A brief look back into the cultural
history of greetings shows us that someone expressing a greeting comes
across as friendly, open and approachable. When facing others in this way,
it becomes possible – using apparently obvious means – to lay the path to
trust and sympathy in everyday communication.

9
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“Have I understood
you correctly …?”

to understanding” – in both written and spoken communication: “My name – simplicity. With me, it’s easy to
understand everything well. I form short sentences and
use well-known words. Specialist terminology is explained.
And I present things clearly so that everyone can make
something of it. I speak like a normal person, not like an
academic.”

Simple and clear speech

Balanced hearing and speaking

Communication between doctor and patient in particular
is often made more difficult when the parties involved do
not understand each other. The doctor has forgotten how
(or never learned in the first place) to explain medical diagnoses and therapies in simple, layman’s terms. Technical medical terminology from other languages, unfamiliar

Communication is a process that can be described first
and foremost as an exchange of messages. This means
that communication relies on dialogue, which in turn
requires speech and hearing. Accept-No-Excuses and
Only-Concentrate-On-Myself are two practical examples
that lead to dead end number 3 of our model. By the way,
understanding each other also means – and this is what
makes for true dialogue – check things have been understood directly and verifying this at the same time (comprehension check). The eternal question “Have I understood
you correctly…” may sound like an echo from any communication training session you may have been to, but it
proves its worth often enough. It only works, however, if
we really (want to) hear the answer.

Being open-minded to criticism

abbreviations or just the medical jargon of the day can
quickly cause a communicative “breakdown” (dead end
2). To put it in figurative terms – the sender and receiver
do not speak the same language or cannot make it clear to
each other in which sense they are using terminology.
Communication scientist Friedemann Schulz von Thun
shows us that “simplicity” is the most important “key

We always experience a point of reference of our own
style of communication at those points where our points
of view are more or less subjected to criticism. As such,
the subject of handling criticism will be handled here
separately. The “yes but” phrase expressing impatience is
quickly brought up, so that we can finally begin to defend
or justify ourselves. A pure defensive posture can lead to
an escalating and endless tug-of-war, as our conversation
partner becomes an opponent who is searching around in
his arsenal of verbal attack techniques. Whatever may be
the original cause of all this – this behaviour rarely gets
us far.

Communication and interaction in healthcare

Mutual appreciation
Hardly any subject is discussed so intensively in healthcare than the chapter “mutual appreciation”. Even if it
does form part of the social principles that we recognise
and culturally internalise today, that all people are equal,
at least on a social level, the transference of this mindset to the field of practical everyday communication is
anything but easy. We do not always accept so easily that
others are automatically entitled to those things that we
automatically assume to be entitled to and even demand
for ourselves. Most people certainly feel happy when given
a sincere, positive response.
Three simple tips on the subject of appreciation, requiring some level of instinct and sensitivity to put them into
practice:

–  Use the name of the person you are speaking to more
often!
–  Show a genuine, recognisable interest in what is bothering your conversation partner!
–  Acknowledge not only results, but also progress!
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Understanding motives, finding solutions together: communicating with
patients and relatives

a fashion geared towards treating each other as partners.
The following principles can be particularly helpful in this
context:

– Attempt to clarify the motives of those involved!
It is often difficult to communicate well under difficult
circumstances. Particularly in places where people’s afflictions hinder them in communicating without limitations,
a great deal of tact and instinctiveness is required (e.g.
when communicating with people affected by dementia).
The traditional communication models cannot help us
here. This subject is tackled in the activity aid “caring for
people suffering from dementia”.
Stressful situations are often linked to criticism and
complaints from patients and relatives. It is not only
about clearing up the associated organisational aspects,
but also using good “language” with those involved.
The quality of the relationship and the acceptance of the
resolution are noticeably better when communicating in

This plays a major role, especially in advisory situations, as conscious and unconscious misunderstandings and unfulfilled expectations are the main cause
of later conflicts. “Shadow motives” often drown out
what the individual affected is trying to say. In outpatient wards for example, the nursing staff might hear
the expression “I don’t want people I don’t know in my
house!” A fear of losing one’s own private sphere may
be lurking behind this remark. Such a conflict helps to
better understand the concerns and wishes of the client
and adapt your own reactions and appropriate actions
to match the situation.

– Ask the right questions and listen!
Occupying yourself with the problem helps you to extend your own verbal repertoire, see eye-to-eye with the
patient or relative on a verbal level and gain a deeper
understanding of the fears, doubts and needs. “What
troubles you when nursing staff help you at home?”
would be a good example of a question, or perhaps
“What can we try to take into consideration beforehand?”

– Pay attention to your language and the effect it has
If you want to emphasise common solutions, it is not
particularly helpful to always talk from the “I” perspective. “What do we want to achieve together?” is the key
question. If it is about what you can do for the client,
“I” is quite suitable for the task at hand. If it is about
developing a common perspective, speaking and thinking as we is more appropriate. However, please do not
confuse this with verbal faux pas, similar to talking to
someone in the third person – “How have we been
sleeping today then?”. Everyday speech is filled with
all kinds of expressions and filler words like this. Even
if it is not generally “meant that way”, some figures of
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speech contain indirect messages that do not really
help the communication and relationship between
people.

Mastering difficult communication situations

Strengthening cooperation, encountering problems: communicating with
the care team
The daily interaction on the ward or in healthcare leads
to intensive relationships between people of all professions among each other as well as with patients and their
relatives. Experience teaches us that this contact does not
solely consist of the nurse supporting the patient – quite
intensive emotions can also come into play. Sometimes,
we consider colleagues in the care team to be “impossible”. Conversely, others may question our behaviour from
time to time. As normal as this may be, we (and others)
can trap themselves in a sort of vicious circle that not only
is damaging to our health but also has an overall negative
effect on our working relationships and their quality.

You can use the following thoughts and approaches to master difficult communication situations:
–  Where are my sore spots that make me attack the behaviour of my colleagues in this way?
–  Change the perspective – it’s not my colleague, rather his behaviour in a
given situation that bothers you. What are the motives for his behaviour?
–  What do you want to achieve? What is really important to you? Where are
the contact points between you and the work colleague in question?
–  Do not try to be a therapist for your colleagues!
–  Only give advice when asked to do so!
–  Talk about subjects openly but constructively. Separate the person and
their behaviour!
–  Be careful when talking about third parties. Think about each case – does
this conversation provide you with relief or are you contributing to the
strain on the social atmosphere?

1
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The nursing challenge:
communication related to the task at hand

Organising meetings to be productive and lively
Discussions are successful if quality results (e.g. eliminating quality problems, better coordination between different
areas, developing healthier working conditions etc.) can
be achieved with the participation of a large number of
the employees present within the time given. Proceeding
systematically and quality communication within the group
play a decisive role. Discussions that go badly are not only
bad for the motivation of the employees and lead to dissatisfaction. They also lessen the trust in the organisation and
the readiness to work constructively in groups and teams.

Possible approaches
–  If you notice that a subject is being discussed rather
uninhibitedly, you can ask to gather a common understanding of the problem at hand so that the group can
agree upon a procedure for handling the subject.
–  If you notice that a subject is being discussed without
a predefined goal, you can bring this to the attention
of all concerned and request that a goal be formulated
(“We’re discussing the subject of the IT-based documentation system. I’m not sure what we’re trying to achieve
here. Are we trying to find out what the general opinion is
or do we want to come to a decision?”).

–  If you are “at the end of your tether” and do not know
what is going on, you can ask someone to summarise
where the group is with the subject and what goals (or
milestones) have been achieved.
–  If you cannot understand or follow descriptions of
problems, conclusions or suggestions for solutions
that have been presented, it makes sense to ask the
speaker to specify more precisely what has been said
by asking him to provide examples.
–  If you notice that time is running out and are worried that important subjects may not be discussed in
enough detail, you can make everyone aware of the

15
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time remaining. “If we want to keep to schedule, we
ought to now discuss this … Are you all OK with that?”
– If you notice that colleagues do not express themselves
or are noticeably reserved, you can speak to these
people directly and ask them (in a friendly manner) to
express their opinion. (“Gaby, you haven’t said anything
yet; please tell us quickly what you think about the usefulness of the new infusion therapy!”)
– Don’t withdraw from the discussion if you find you
cannot agree to arguments that have been presented.
Express your opinion and justify it so that it is clear and
understandable!

– If the contributions of others are being criticised and
degraded, you can mention this directly. (“I think it’s
important that everyone’s opinion is heard and respected.”)
– If off-track discussions are taking place or side discussions are dominating, you can interrupt them in a
friendly but firm manner (“I notice that not everyone
is listening to Gaby at the moment! If what Peter and
Christa are talking about is important for everyone, then
it’d be great if you could bring it into the discussion!”)
– If a participant starts to lose himself in a long-winded
or vague explanation, you can ask him or her to provide
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Practical example
Example of the Ludwig Erhard award winner (2006)
St. Liborius Attendorn. In order to organise discussions well in advance, the nurses at the St. Liborius
Attendorn nursing home have established the following set of rules:
“We pledge to:
– invite people to discussions in due time,
– provide an agenda together with the invitation,
– limit the discussion time to a maximum of one
hour,
– produce minutes for the meeting. These should
usually be decision minutes.
– have the minute taker distribute the minutes
soon after the meeting,
– provide the senior staff with information as is
required,
– arrive on time to the meeting,
– give notice of absence early enough if we cannot
take part,
– switch our telephone off during a discussion and
leave the answer phone on.”

a clearer explanation. (“If I’ve understood you correctly,
what you’re trying to say is … Is that right?”)
–  If you get the impression that there is a degree of
misunderstanding among the participants in the discussion, you can bring this to their attention. (“I don’t
think you understood Paula on one point correctly. If I
understand you correctly, Paula, you were talking about X,
not Y. Is that right?”)

17
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Carrying out employee discussions
constructively
In many healthcare facilities and increasingly in hospitals,
institutionalised employee discussions are carried out in
private between senior care staff or the head of department and the employees. Many facilities provide training
for the management personnel carrying out employee
interviews, because they know that the success of the

discussion is largely dependent on the management carrying it out in a professional manner. Generally speaking,
employees do not receive training or preparation. This
means that the employees are responsible for helping to
contribute to the success by having a positive attitude and
behaving appropriately. However, employees usually do
not make use of existing possible courses of action or are
not even aware of them!
The employee development interview is a discussion
that is institutionalised, planned and prepared independently of the interview participants with a view to reaching
specific goals, which leads to concrete evaluations and
agreements being reached together. During the employee
development interview, the senior staff member and
employee take a “time out” from the daily business and
leave the playing field to view current and future activity
together from the stands. Subjects can be discussed for
which there is usually no time during the course of daily
business. The enclosed nature of the one-on-one interview
makes quality communication possible, which can lead to
a deeper mutual understanding.

Communication and interaction in healthcare

What you should know
Regardless of the concrete (methodical) design, most of
the concepts focus on the partnership character of the
interviews. Employee interviews should not be designed
to be a “one-way discussion”, where the senior nurse talks
and the employee remains passive and simply listens in
silence to the explanations. The desired dialogue does not
come on its own, however. What are the critical factors in
this process?

1. The basic conditions must be designed to promote
communication (pleasant and undisturbed room, sufficient time etc.)
2. The senior nurse must provide the employee with
enough time and spare to express opinions, interests
and comments and take a serious interest in them. An
inquisitive and investigative approach to the interview
is needed. This is the only way that the employee will
be ready to present his or her own concerns and discuss critical subjects.
3. The employee must be ready and willing to make use of
the opportunity provided in the interview. In practice,
however, this is often not the case. Employees often go
into the interview with the attitude “wait and see what
the senior nurse has to say to me”. This means that
they are unprepared and do not have any concerns or
arguments to express. In this case, it will not help even
if the senior nurse conducts the interview in a proper
manner. The participants then come out of the discussion feeling rather unsatisfied.
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Possible approaches
When preparing the interview
–  Carefully prepare for the interview using interview
guidelines, self-evaluation questionnaires etc.
–  Make written notes to prepare so that you do not forget
important things during the discussion!
–  Think about which subjects you would like to bring into
the discussion yourself!
–  What aspects of your job would you like your senior
nurse to provide you feedback on?
–  You cannot plan how the entire interview is going to go.
Take a look at your list of subjects and make priorities!
What do you want to discuss or achieve at all costs?
–  Look back at recent events and take a look at what you
have personally achieved in your job! What has gone
well for you, what hasn’t? Avoid taking a defensive
stance where you feel you have to justify yourself!
Admit your successes and failures! Show that you are
ready and willing to look back on your work performance and work situation!

During the interview
–  Be an active participant! Talk about your successes
openly! Specify your strengths openly! Be just as open
about your less successful activities! Take the initiative
and specify things that you could do better, in personal
or general terms, regardless of how your superior
evaluates you!
–  Use the opportunity to also give your senior nurse feedback on management style! Where do you feel that the
management has been good? What could your senior
nurse do better?
–  If you want to touch upon volatile subjects or aspects
– which arguments can you give? How do you want to
express critical opinions or comments? Avoid expressing yourself in an accusing manner (“how can you make
decisions like that!”) You should also take into consideration the information on feedback in this activity aid!
–  A particularly challenging point is how you deal with
negative, critical feedback from your senior nurse. You
should avoid two things:
1. Avoid playing the victim (“I knew that my senior
nurse doesn’t like me, can’t do anything about it anyway”)!
2. Avoid attacks (“What you’re saying is wrong, it’s
actually like this …”). Even if you suddenly get the
impression that you’re being judged unfairly, try to
understand as exactly as possible what your senior
nurse is trying to tell you. Ask how your senior nurse
came to his or her conclusion!
–  Make it clear if you think that your senior nurse is looking at you or the situation incorrectly..
–  Be active and ask about things seen, results, documented facts, if you have the impression that personal
impressions are playing a prominent role.
–  Don’t let yourself be fobbed off! If you get the impression that your senior nurse is avoiding expressing a
clear opinion or is “beating about the bush”, enquire
further in a friendly but firm manner (“To be honest, I
can’t quite follow how you see things. Please explain …«).
–  Be attentive, active and thorough if your senior nurse
wants to agree upon goals with you during the interview (work goals, personal or behavioural develop-
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ment)! Make sure you get involved in defining the
goals! You should really only agree to goals and measures if you can handle them!

After the interview is over
–  Evaluate the interview for yourself! What went well for
you? Which of your goals were you able to achieve?
What have you agreed to? Always take these agreements seriously! It is your job to fulfil the agreements
that you made in the near future. Your senior nurse is
responsible for supporting you in implementing these
agreements as well as he can.

Carrying out case meetings cooperatively
Case or practice discussions, where the interaction with
patients and relatives can be discussed and reflected
upon, offer the opportunity to be supervised by colleagues
and superiors. Particularly in geriatric nursing, case
discussions regarding primary nursing can be a useful
opportunity for the assigned nurse, so that he or she can
be supported by the team in his or her work. He or she
can make use of this instrument to clarify the professional
perspective of a patient by collecting experiences from
those involved in the nursing process and making use of
them to establish how personally to proceed. Experience
shows that regular success can be achieved by funda-
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mentally enhancing the “image” of the patient, if all those
involved bring their pieces of the puzzle to the meeting.
The case discussion can take place without the patient being present, as opposed to the discussion round.

Possible approaches
Clarify the goals of the case meetings and establish who
absolutely has to be involved. The exact form that the
case discussion should take should be established on an
individual basis. It is important to take advantage of the
personal experience and knowledge of those involved.
This means that contact with the patient is the decisive
factor, not the qualifications. A case discussion can be carried out during the shift handover if it has been planned
in advance and the subject does not take an excessive
amount of time. Alternatively it is possible to use regular
consultation appointments or to arrange a special appointment. Important: after the case discussion it is the
job of the assigned nurse to integrate the results into the
individual nursing process.

Articulating feedback, recognition
and appreciation
Both employees and senior staff in nursing require regular
feedback, as their own manner and behaviour towards residents, relatives, patients, colleagues and other staff have
a considerable influence on the satisfaction of patients
and clients, on the atmosphere within the facility and on
the individual’s health. Without feedback, both pleasant
news as well as disappointment, irritation and frustration
look for alternative ways and channels to express themselves. Little “digs” here and there, talking about others
in their absence or a resigned silence put a strain on the
culture of communication.

2
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Practical example
The Grafschafter Diakonie in Moers has defined ten
principles for meetings within their inpatient facilities, which are also intended to act as stimuli for other
departments as well:
1. The meeting takes place twice a month in every living area. Duration: max 1.5 hours.
2. While the discussion is taking place, one employee
from the living area in question or another living
area can be reached for the telephone, relatives,
residents etc. This ensures that the process runs as
smoothly as possible.

6. Meeting procedure:
– the living area senior staff or nursing contact person
provide the fundamental information (biography,
case history, care plan etc.) on the resident in question, relative or the support/care circumstances in
plenum.
– discussion and presentation of various opinions
within the team
– finding common goals and approaches in dealing
with a resident, relative or employee
– establishing common measures, procedures for
support and care plans.
7. Minutes are taken for the practice consultation.

3. Employees in the living area are required to take
part in the meetings. The following must participate:
– living area senior staff
– contact person responsible in nursing
– member of staff from kitchen and laundry department
– member of support personnel
– living area assistant (kitchen)
4. The senior staff from the living area determine the
reason for the case consultation in advance after
discussing it with the support and nursing team.
5. The meeting is prepared and managed by the living
area senior staff, if need be with the appropriate
contact person in the nursing department.

8. Changes to the support and care plans resulting
from the practice consultation are recorded and
implemented within two days after the discussion in
the IT-based nursing documentation system according to the Deming cycle.
9. The senior nurse in the Vluyn nursing home and
Rudolf Schloer Stift check how the meetings are
conducted and the goals to be achieved within a
fixed context.
10.The senior nursing staff member and the facility
management can also take part in the meeting.
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Feedback is not necessarily feedback
An all-round positive feedback culture prevails if the
feedback covers both positive and negative results and behaviour. The positive appreciation of “correct behaviour”
can greatly motivate an employee to continue his behaviour and become increasingly assured of his behaviour.
A study on the effects of (positive or negative) feedback
has shown that the performance of employees criticised
subsequently fell in a third of the cases studied. The main
reason was likely the way the criticism was presented
– destructive instead of constructive criticism leads to
uncertainty, excessive caution and a drop in motivation.

Possible approaches
If you give your colleagues or even superiors feedback, you
should bear a few more important aspects in mind beyond
the general rules of good communication:
–  Describe the behaviour and attitudes together with the
consequences instead of just analysing or diagnosing
the person!
–  Give feedback in due time instead of bundling feedback
(before it reaches breaking point)!
–  Be as concrete and clear as you can instead of “beating
around the bush”!
–  Make sure your own evaluations and judgements are
recognised as being yours!
–  Consider feedback to be an opportunity to support and
develop, not as a chance to offend someone!
–  Feedback must not sound “forced”, stilted or “psychoanalytical”. As such, it is helpful to have a small selection of “speech techniques” to hand that you can adapt
based on the situation at hand.
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Communication as an institutional task

Personal communication and interaction skills are indispensable to enable human beings to find their way around
their environment, exchange ideas, understand and be
understood. However, the more complex the social structures are and the more people cooperating within these
structures, the more important it is to ensure that opportunities and scope for communication are structured.
Individual skills and institutional conditions can enhance
and stabilise one another in this way.

Communicating and informing in a
structured fashion
The management plays a sizeable role in whether and
how communication in healthcare facilities works. Senior
staff in healthcare often ask themselves how dialogue in
the facility can be carried out productively and effectively.
Who has to know what and when, who has to speak with
whom regularly, when and where is too much information
being given and vice versa. So in which form can these
and other questions be integrated into a system that
allows communication and information processes to be
organised in a reliable and sustainable manner?
Disruptions in communication processes are not only
a strain on the health of the employees but also on the
vitality of the facility as a whole. Focusing on the term “atmosphere”, the following conclusion from a study should

“The atmosphere
within a facility is
only ever as good
or bad as the communication.”
certainly make sense – “the atmosphere within a facility
is only ever as good or bad as the communication.” The
interpersonal interfaces” are particularly large in nursing,
but they are not managed any better than in other industries. “Good” healthcare facilities devote a great deal of
attention to internal communication.
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Possible approaches
Learn from others! You don’t always have to reinvent the wheel.
As a starting point, you can find
the basic recipe for a “good practice” below. Many of the ingredients were provided by facilities
that have been awarded accredited quality prizes.

Winner of the competition
“Best Employer in Health Care
2008”
More information at
www.greatplacetowork.de

Attitude level

Organisation strategy level

Implementation level

These facilities
– have realised that improving
communication on all levels
is a long-term task, for which
the management have to set
an example. They ensure that
senior staff provide appropriate communication skills and
continuously develop them.
–  define leadership principles
that establish how senior
staff should approach complex communication situations (acknowledgement,
criticism, evaluation, contract
termination etc.).
–  define internally the communication guidelines that individual employees, teams and
departments should adapt
to (conventions regarding
the way senior staff provide
employees with information,
the way departments receive
and provide information etc.)

These facilities
– integrate communication
and information into a
continuous improvement
process (“measure, evaluate,
improve”). They stand out
due to the fact that they have
systematically improved the
quality of communication
and information over the
course of several years.
– use different forms of systematic surveying (employees, residents, relatives) to
improve and adapt communication and information using
appropriate information.
– establish for which clients
and partners the communication and information requirements, the satisfaction with
the communication and
information practised by the
facility should be raised (generally employees, residents,
relatives). 
–  derive the criteria to be used
for determining the above
from the strategy and fundamental goals of the facility.

These facilities
– create opportunities that
make it possible to exchange
different perspectives (feedback, employee interview
with self-evaluation and
evaluation by others).
– define the basic goals,
frequency and individuals
responsible for defined communication situations in a
communication matrix.
– define with whom (employees, relatives, partners etc.)
communication should take
place according to schedule
and in an “institutionalised”
form (communication concept).
– do not tolerate “communicative contamination” (derogatory comments about residents, relatives etc.).
– formulate goals to be
achieved for special, formal
communication and information occasions and create guidelines that specify
how e.g. team discussions,
handovers etc. should be carried out.
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“Planning structures is silver,
designing them is gold”
Optimising communication and information channels
within a facility is a central quality issue. This optimisation
is not an end in itself but is directly related to improve
content-related work, i.e. the “core business”. This is
because all improvement projects require good communication structures to be successful and sustainable.

Possible approaches
Modern management within a facility usually has a
governing or management panel that discusses major
decisions to be made and then makes them. It is helpful
to have a general summary of all improvement-related
activities in the form of a “master plan”. This makes the
interfaces to other areas visible. With larger facilities and
provider federations, it is possible to avoid having different departments working on the same subject without
knowing about it. The management panel evaluates
information in a systematic manner (e.g. results from
surveys) and creates a series of subject fields that are to
be handled strategically. Unevaluated skills have a major
influence – who has to be on the governing panel so that
effective decisions can be made? The general rule here is
that all departments in the facility must be represented
so that any additional viewpoints can be gathered and the
workforce effectively involved. It should also be ensured
that the participation is as regular as possible.
A good planning panel is defined by its ability to make
itself capable of working and keeping it up. It is absolutely
necessary for all those involved to exercise their presentational skills – senior staff must try to suppress the temptation of wanting an answer to everything, and employees
should make use of the scope made available to bring in
their own solutions.

Implementation phase (“Do”)
The steps defined beforehand with the aim of achieving a
specific goal are now put into action. Here it is about sys-

tematically working through an action plan. Implementing
this action plan successfully is not just dependent on the
methodical and instrumental structure of the processes,
but also on the quality of the working atmosphere in the
widest sense possible. Study panels and quality circles are
set up – they are able to work effectively and efficiently if
they are told in advance what is expected of them, how
far they can go and what they really want themselves (the
three motivation questions!) Internal preparation workshops could be a possibility here to allow the study panels
to develop “rules of procedure”. During the preparation
process, consideration should be given to the skills and
experience that senior staff and employees possess on the
subject of cooperative communication. Fundamental decisions made regarding processes, assigning personnel to
study panels or the focuses of the content of these study
groups can be verified in the next phase (“Check”) and
modified if need be.

Verification phase (“Check”)
This phase forces a comparison between the goals and
the results of the implementation. Audits were conducted
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Practical example
Example of the Ludwig Erhard award winner St. Liborius Attendorn: annual survey on communication
policy as a starting point for systematic improvement activities.
The central questions listed below generally provide
enough “material” for quality circles or other groups
to work on improvements or on retaining strengths:
– Do you always feel well informed about subjects
that are relevant to you at “St. Liborius”?
– Are the relevant minutes always available to you?
– Are the minutes understandable and clear for
you?
– Are the measures recorded checked on a regular
basis? Are the checks implemented?
– Are your responsibilities and the responsibilities
of your department clearly defined?
– The collaboration between the groups and departments is of utmost importance. Information
does not always flow as it should. Why do you
think this is?

covering the entire organisation. These, however, usually cover the entire cycle (compare with “act”). When
considering individual projects or study panels, this is
also conducted methodically based on a comparison of
actual and expected conditions. Now, at the very latest, it
becomes clear that the Deming cycle cannot be treated
as a rigid schema, rather a constant feedback loop. It is
all about constantly observing the progress of a planned
change. The connection between the phases is particularly
clear here – if the initial situation contains few verifiable
formulations of the goals, the “felt” changes can sometimes be identified. Specific, reliable information on wher
we are exactly in the change process can rarely be found in
this way.

Implementation phase (“Act”)
If new solutions, methods or services have proven their
worth, they are integrated into processes for long-term
use and lose their status as projects. Reflections on the
completed cycle usually flow into formulating new tasks.
Regular audits (quality checks) among other activities are
carried out with this goal.

What should you do if you want to basically block the
implementation?
This is not intended to be a polemic question (it is provocative though!). It is based on a consulting method – planning for the worst. It can work as follows:
–  Announce change processes late or not at all. Anything
else would only serve to make employees uncertain in
advance and cause unnecessary agitation.
–  Provide project groups, quality circles and similar
organisational forms with vague tasks to perform. This
occupies them and gives them the feeling that they
they are moving something within the company.
–  Begin as many different things as possible at the same
time. Alternatively: change the general policy every six
months. This helps prevent familiarisation.
–  Discard any results with as few comments as possible
as impracticable.
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Idea management: organised creativity
Idea management (IM) makes, for example, evidence of
improvements coming from various different sources
visible. Not only residents or nursing clients are included
here, but also relatives, care assistants, cost bearers and
the facility’s own employees. They actively or passively
provide aspects that represent criticism of the services
promised (“reclamation”) or general and specific information on processes.
The creation of a suggestion system for ideas, comments and suggestions for improvement helps to improve
communication processes. Quality and health circles
contribute to involving employees more in operational
processes, helping the measures taken to be more easily
accepted. With a suggestion system or better yet – idea
management system – you can create an important and
indispensable corner post for your QM. Involving your
clients as well (an absolute must) rounds off the system.

Complaints have a hard time of it
This subject has always been a source of worry for facilities, as the term alone is a sign of pure horror. The term
complaint owes its heritage to bureaucratic speak. Literature with the message “every complaint is a gift” cannot
change a thing here, even if the insight behind it is true.
Of course, “complaints” sometimes provide us with helpful insights into areas needing improvement. However,
this subject can – with the help of an alternative project
title – be made less of a burden, increasing the acceptance
considerably.

Possible approaches
There is nothing against using the PDCA system to plan
how to handle ideas and monitor how they are handled.
The system can be used to implement the basic idea management (IM) system or optimise it:
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1st step: Plan
The first step is to actively take information on board. “Actively” here means selectively collecting information with
the concept of stimulating ideas or complaints in mind.
Conducting coordinated campaigns, targeted group surveys or regularly asking employees may be suitable for this
purpose. The round can also be used as an instrument.
“Passive” handling of ideas or complaints is nothing more
than spontaneous reaction to information that has been
given in an unprompted manner. This is no longer sufficient for a modern idea management system. The entire
active procedure is described in a concept that shows the
process in a brief, clear and understandable fashion.

thing; handling, implementation and updating = selected
employees). . Linking the subject to other elements in
the organisation, for example the QM in the kitchen and
laundry departments.

3rd step: Check
Regularly discussing all kinds of different feedback belongs here. This affects both aspects of the processes as
well as firmly defined changes for residents. Places for this
are handovers (directly applicable information), management team meetings and QM governing panels (complex
cases, further suggestions etc.)

4th step: Updating and improving (Act)
2 step: Do
nd

Idea management is founded on the concept of implementing ideas gained. A number of aspects should be
taken into consideration in order to achieve constructive
results. In terms of the IM system, this particularly means:
1. Providing the “complaint management” system –
2. Defining the tasks (e.g. receipt of information = every-

Topics from the previous steps are strategically consolidated here. Are there recurring points that require fundamental changes to be made? Has the IM procedure been
successful or must it be rethought through and reworked?
Beyond the constant small improvements this also covers
the summary of how complaints have developed and the
use of the facility e.g. in the form of public relations work.
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Practical example:
A workshop accompanying this activity aid presents
the idea management system of St. Josef Hospital in
Gelsenkirchen.

the “visionary’s” chair before moving into the “critic’s”
chair, all with the help of the information form.

Handling process
What is unique about this idea management system
is the visionary, encouraging approach taken. Joel
Barker’s insight may serve as a guiding idea behind
it – “Vision without action is merely a dream. Action
without vision is just passing time. Vision with action
can change the world.” Of course, large jumps cannot
really be expected from idea management. Instead, it
provides tips on answering practical questions related
to common topics in nursing.

The suggestions are placed into a – this is important –
transparent acrylic box in the lobby area. From here on,
the process is nothing spectacular in terms of reliability
but is highly effective in motivational terms – ideas
placed in the box are confirmed in writing immediately
and processed. Imaginative forms of acknowledgement
allow the senior staff to be part of the process – for
example, a ward team was thanked for their performance with a breakfast.

Surprising solutions for gathering ideas

Positive effects on the communication culture

St. Josef Hospital managed to imaginatively turn
a process that was somewhat “dry” in principle to
something more relaxed and make it more attractive
for employees. The traditional complaint box is now
called the “creative box” – and it does what it says on
the tin. It lets and encourages employees to contribute
ideas and allows them to be inspired by Walt Disney’s
creative methods. As part of a sort of self-assessment,
the idea provider jumps into the “realist’s” chair from

The process as a whole has been widely accepted. The
nursing personnel has found that their own ideas are
being taken seriously. This, in turn, encourages them
to get involved more and stimulates new creativity
and initiative. The discussions are being discussed
intensively. An example of the acceptance and effect
of the idea management system is the development
of a “farewell” room in the hospital, the idea for which
was introduced and even partly implemented by the
employees.
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